
INSPIRATION PUBLIC SCHOOL 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

CLASS-XII- COMMERCE  

English 

1. 'Every human being is an escapist at some or the other level craving for a refuge in 

some or the other thing'. Justify this statement in the light of the chapter 'The Third 

Level' by Jack Finney and your own observation of life prevailing around. (Word limit 

150-200) 

2. Make a comic  strip of the  chapter ‘ The  Last  Lesson ’ on an A4 size  sheet. 

 

Physical Education 

1. Prepare a project file on Common life style Diseases.  

a. Obesity b. Hypertension  c. Asthma  d. Diabetes  

2. Make a file on any ‘one’ specific sport as mentioned in book. 

 

Accountancy 

1. Make a Comprehensive Project (ONE) 

2. Make a Specific Project/Any Company Project(ONE) 

      (Accounting ratios, Comparative Statement,Cash Flow Statement ) 

3. Segment Analysis Of a company 

4. Pie Chart Of Expenses of above Project  

 

Economics- Prepare a project file on any topic from syllabus (minimum 25 pages) 

 

Business Studies- Prepare a project file on any topic from syllabus (minimum 25 pages) 

 

Applied Mathematics 

1) Make a file in which you have  to write all the rules and properties for each chapter that we  

have done in the class.  

2) Practice 10 question from each Chapter that we have done in the class. 

 

Hindi 

 'जनसंचार के माध्यम 'विषय पर पररयोजना कायय। 
 

 

Make a Practical record file: Programs should be printed on white A4 size sheet with proper 

topic headings and comments (where ever required) followed by output of program with 

proper inputs. (Solution of first question is given as an example). 

The whole file has to be in printed form. You can print the file in black and white or coloured 

whichever is feasible for you. The prints must be clear and the font size properly readable. 

Program based on Pandas 
1. Create a panda’s series from a dictionary of values and array. 

Solution: 
import pandas as pd 

Informatics Practices



importnumpy as np 

 

#Creating series from a dictionary 

d={'Jan':31,'Feb':28,'Mar':31,'Apr':30} 

s=pd.Series(d) 

print("Series from dictionary") 

print("~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~") 

print(s) 

 

#Creating series from an ndarray 

ar=np.array([2,3,4,5,6]) 

print("\nSeries from ndarray") 

print("~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~") 

s1=pd.Series(ar) 

print(s1) 

 

OUTPUT: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Write a program to generate a series using a dictionary to represent month number and 

month names. 

3. Write a program to generate a series of 10 numbers with scalar value 33. 

4. Write a program to generate a series and print the top 3 elements using the head function 

and last 4 elements using the tail function. 

5. Create a Data Frame from List of Dictionaries. 

6. Create a Data Frame from Dictionary of Series. 

7. Add a new Column and a new Row to a Data Frame. 

8. Delete any 2 Rows or any 2 Columns from a Data Frame. 

9. Rename the top two Row Labels and third and fourth Column Labels of a Data Frame. 

10. Use and display the working of any 5 attributes of Series and any 5 attributes Data 

Frames each on the pandas objects that you have created in above questions.  

 

 

 

 




